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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on
demand. 110 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.2in.The courtly Claudian, as Mr. Hodgkin, in his
admirable and instructive work, calls the poet of the Roman decadence, concluded some lines
which have often been quoted as applicable to the British Empire, with the dogmatic assertion that
no limit could be assigned to the duration of Roman sway. Nec terminus unquam Romanae ditionis
erit. At the time this hazardous prophecy was made, the huge overgrown Roman Empire was
tottering to its fall. Does a similar fate await the British Empire Are we so far self-deceived, and are
we so incapable of peering into the future as to be unable to see that many of the steps which now
appear calculated to enhance and to stereotype Anglo-Saxon domination, are but the precursors of
a period of national decay and senility A thorough examination of this vital question would
necessarily involve the treatment of a great variety of subjects. The heart of the British Empire is to
be found in Great Britain. It is not proposed in this place to deal either with the working of British
political institutions, or with...
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A brand new e-book with a brand new standpoint. it was actually writtern extremely properly and valuable. I am just quickly can get a pleasure of looking
at a published ebook.
-- Prof. Garett Schmitt-- Prof. Garett Schmitt

Complete guide for publication enthusiasts. I have read and i am sure that i will going to study again once again in the future. Your way of life period will be
transform once you total looking over this publication.
-- Shayne O'Conner-- Shayne O'Conner
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